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IIT Hyderabad Campus Dedicated to the Nation by 

Honorable Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi 
 

Highlights: 

 India will become the 3rd largest economy in the next 5 years, said Hon’ble PM Shri Modi. 

 This step is a significant move towards Viksit Bharat – Hon’ble PM Shri Modi 

 New India believes in Futuristic Education – Hon’ble PM Shri Modi 

 
Hyderabad, February 20, 2024: In a historic moment, the Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad 

(IITH) witnessed the dedication of its transformative Campus Development Project to the nation by the 

Honorable Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi via Video Conference. The event’s joy was manifold with the 

august presence of Dr (Smt) Tamilisai Soundararajan, Hon’ble Governor of Telangana and Lieutenant 

Governor of Puducherry, Dr BVR Mohan Reddy, Chairman, BoG, IITH, Mr SUZUKI Hiroshi (Webex), 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Japan to India, Ms Sachiko Imoto (Webex), Senior Vice 

President, JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency), Prof B S Murty, Director, IITH, Deans, Faculty, 

Staff and Students of the IITH. The ceremony marked the culmination of years of meticulous planning, 

cutting-edge construction, and a commitment to sustainable growth. The dedication ceremony included 

key buildings such as the International Guest House, Convention Centre, Technology Incubation Park, 

Knowledge Centre, Sports and Cultural Complex, Students' Hostels, and various academic and 

administrative buildings, collectively valued at Rs 1089 Cr. As the campus stands as a beacon of educational 

excellence, the support from the distinguished individuals highlights the collaborative spirit and 

commitment to progress that define this historic moment. 

 

Urging students to contribute back to the Nation, Dr TamilSai Soundararajan said, "IIT Hyderabad is 

known for its excellence in technology and innovation with Top #8 Rank in Engineering and Top #3 Rank in 

Innovation by NIRF 2023. I have been witnessing the campus's progress since my inception as Governor of the 

state. The development of low-cost ventilators by IITH’s Innovators was once a personal memory. Being 

education is now student-centric, I am sure many such novel initiatives will be making a mark in the journey 

of Viksit Bharat". 

 

Congratulating Team IITH, Dr BVR Mohan Reddy, Chairman, Board of Governors, IITH, "The 

dedication of the IIT Hyderabad campus to the nation is a testament to our unwavering commitment to 

academic excellence and innovation. This world-class facility sets new standards for educational institutions 

in India and aims to be the Top-100 global institute in the future." 

 

Enumerating the uniqueness of IITH, Prof B S Murty, Director, IITH, welcomed the gathering, stating, 

“The dedication of the campus to the nation is a proud moment for the entire IITH community. It reflects our 

vision of creating an environment that fosters interdisciplinary research, sustainability, and academic 

brilliance." 

 

Expressing greetings on behalf of the Government of Japan, Mr SUZUKI Hiroshi said, “The 

architectural marvels and innovative designs of the campus development showcase the strength of Indo-

Japanese ties. It's a proud moment for both nations. IITH stands as a one-stop platform to take the India-Japan 

partnership to the next level." 

 

Talking about the IITH-JICA collaboration, Ms Sachiko Imoto, Senior Vice President, JICA, said, "JICA 

is proud to be a part of this transformative journey with IIT Hyderabad. The dedication ceremony is a symbol 

of the successful collaboration between India and Japan in the field of education and technology. We would 

like to place on record our gratitude to all authorities for their support that made this moment possible. We 

are confident this relationship will further encourage the development of human resources and technological 

advancement in the two countries. Long Live to IITH-JICA Partnership." 
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About IIT Hyderabad: 

Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad (IITH) is one of the eight IITs established by the Government of India in 2008. 

In a short span of 15 years, the institute has become one of the top-ranked institutions in the country and has received 

global recognition. It has 300+ full-time faculty, ~4,800 students, 18 Departments + 1 Centre for Interdisciplinary 

Programs, nearly 500+ state-of-the-art Research Facilities, and five research and entrepreneurship centres. The 

institute has a strong research focus with approx. Rs 1,000+ crores of sanctioned research funding, with PG+PhD 

students accounting for about 60% of total student strength. IITH has more than 10,000+ research publications with 

1,50,000+ Citations, 190+ Published Patents, 3,700+ sponsored/consultancy projects with 500+ running projects, 

and about 135+ startups that have generated 1000+ jobs and a revenue of Rs. 1200+ Cr. Follow us on Instagram, 

LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Koo, and YouTube for the latest updates.  

To know more, please visit https://www.iith.ac.in/ 
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You can view all press releases/ notes from IIT Hyderabad at: https://pr.iith.ac.in/pressrelease.html\ 

Please direct all media queries to Mrs Mitalee Agrawal | Public Relations Officer, IIT Hyderabad |  

Cell: 8331036099 | Email: pro@iith.ac.in 
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